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Gemini Staffing Group
Pairing People with Opportunity

At Gemini Staffing Group, we provide high-quality staffing solutions with a personal touch. With 20+ years
of staffing experience, our team works with you, whether you’re an employer or a job seeker, to address and deliver a
specific staffing solution. When you partner with us, you’ll receive the attentiveness you deserve.

Certifications

Affiliates
For over 20 years, our devoted team has partnered with organizations from startups to Fortune 500 companies to provide
high-quality staffing solutions to enthusiastic job seekers and employers alike. Here are some examples of the clients we
partner with.
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Providing Unmatched Support
As a hands-on team, we work with organizations spanning a variety of sizes across a variety of industries. At
Gemini, you’re not just another number to us; you’re the reason we work hard every day. Learn more about our services below,
then contact us to find out how we can help.

Industries
We Serve

IT

Accounting

Retail

Finance

Government

Healthcare

Call Center

Admin & Support

Opportunities for Job Seekers
Searching for the ideal career can often feel like an uphill process. We take the time to listen to you to find relevant
opportunities, setting you up for long-term career success. Visit the Gemini website to explore
up-to-date career opportunities.
PLACEMENT OPTIONS
•
Temporary
•

Contract

•

Contingent hire

•

Temp-to-hire

•

Direct hire positions

Services
Finding the perfect fit for your company requires looking beyond a resume. We work with you to ensure your team is
meeting with the highest quality candidates for the job. As experts, we offer support from candidate identification and
evaluation to recruiting, ensuring a long-term match. At Gemini, we understand that a
successful team is the result of quality individuals. Contact us to learn more about employer opportunities.
PLACEMENT OPTIONS
•
Customized staffing solution

•

Veteran staffing

•

Candidate identification & assessment

•

Career development & support

•

Specialty recruiting

•

Payroll services

•

VMS & MSP

“I’ve truly enjoyed working with the team at Gemini Staffing Group. Courteous, responsive and professional applies to
everyone I’ve had the pleasure of interacting with.” – Nicole Selena, businessowner
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